Abstract-In this work, it has been attempted to characterize a new type of impedance sensor called constant phase element (CPE) sensor; which has microporous PMMA-film coating on the electrode surface. It has been shown that the 'constant phase angle (CPA)' behaviour is primarily due to the porous structure of the electrode surface. And the phase angle at the output of the sensor changes with thickness variation of the PMMA coating and ionic property of the medium in which the sensor is dipped in. The sensor has been used for chemical sensing.
I. Introduction
Chemical and biochemical sensors have emerged as an effective technique for quantitative and qualitative analysis in chemical diagnosis, environmental monitoring and food and process control [1] , [2] , [3] . As a result, there is a need for a low cost, reliable, sensitive and fast sensor [4] . In this work, a 'constant phase element (CPE)' sensor has been used for this purpose. It is a new type of impedance sensor, where the phase angle remains constant INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL ON SMART SENSING AND INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS, VOL. 1, NO. 4, DECEMBER 2008 (ideally for all the frequencies) and its impedance is represented by [5] , [6] , [7] Z CP E = Qs −α .
The coefficient Q and the fractional exponent α are the parameters of the CPE and s is the Laplace operator. This implies that for an ideal capacitance the phase angle is −90
• , for an resistance it is 0
• and for an CPE it can be any value between 0
• to −90
• . The authors have reported the fabrication of a CPE by providing a thin coating of PMMA-film on the electrode surface of a capacitive type probe [8] . The probe gives a 'constant phase angle (CPA)' (Figure 1 ) when dipped in a polarizable medium as shown in Figure 2 . The measurement has been performed with a precision LCR meter (HP 4284A) in Z and θ mode at the frequency range of 1 kHz to 1 MHz.
The constant phase angle behaviour of certain devices has been noted by many researchers working in the filed of elctrochemistry, power line transmission, communication, etc. [5] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] . Researchers have also noted the potential of a CPE -as it is
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Epoxy-glass filler Copper cladding Porous Film of PMMA Figure 2 . Construction of the CPE with microporous-PMMA-film coated electrode.
characterized as a fractional order system which is useful in many engineering applications [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] .
In previous works, realization of a CPE and its use in two different engineering applications [8] , [21] have been reported by the authors. In the present paper, further studies on the generation of the CPE behaviour of the PMMA coated probe has been reported. In this work, it has been revealed that the CPA behaviour is primarily due to the porosity of PMMA coating on the electrode surface. The paper discusses the porous structure of the PMMA film, the variation of CPA behaviour on different pore sizes and the impedance behaviour in different ionic media. The complex impedance plots in different ionic media show that the different boundary conditions of diffusion can be observed by the constructed CPE.
The performance of the the sensor for chemical changes has been studied. The response of the sensor to different molar concentration of NaCl, KCl, NH 4 OH and Urea are reported in the paper.
The paper is organised as: in section-2, development of the porous structure of the PMMA film on the copper electrode is described. CPA behaviour of the porous electrode is discussed in section-3. Section-4 gives the complex impedance plots of the sensor in different reported. Section-6 discusses the results and section-7 gives conclusion.
II. Developing porous structure of the PMMA film
The thin layer of PMMA coating is provided on the copper electrodes by inserting the probe in PMMA-chloroform solution [8] . The probe is made from a double layer copper cladded PCB, generally used for discrete circuit fabrication. To monitor the thickness of The porosity in the film is developed due to the evaporation of chloroform in the drying process of film deposition. The final film quality and morphology depends on the solvent employed, state of substrate surface, deposition rates, type of ionic species and inert additives involved. The electrical, mechanical as well as structural features of polymeric films [22] , [23] depends on the fabrication process. Figure It has been noticed that the constant phase angle(θ CP E ) is a function of the ionic property of the polarizable medium, the area of contact of the probe with the polarizable medium and the thickness of PMMA coating on the electrodes [24] .
where, t is the thickness of the insulation on the electrode, A is the area of contact of the electrodes with the polarizing medium and σ is the ionic concentration of the polarizing medium. It can be observed from Figure 6 that the phase angle can be varied by a consider- 
IV. Complex impedance plots of porous electrodes
Researchers working in the field of electrochemistry have observed that diffusion of ions through a porous electrode gives rise to the CPA behaviour in the impedance spectra. Dif- ferent types of diffusion phenomenon, namely reflecting and adsorbing condition have been reported in the literature [5] , [10] , [11] . It is also of interest to study the diffusion phenomenon of the constructed CPE through EIS.
The complex impedance plots for the CPEs are shown in the Figures 8, 9 and 10. The The detection has two tasks. The first task is to measure the CPA (which is a function of the ionic property of the medium in which the probe is dipped in) and the second task involves the conversion of phase angle into electrical output. This means with the change of ionic environment, the phase angle is changed and a phase angle detector circuit gives the output in voltage. For the sensing purpose a fixed length (1 cm) of the probe (width 6 mm and coating thickness 12 µm) is dipped inside the medium so that the other parameters of the CPE remains constant. the noted phase angle is constant for almost one decade of frequency (almost 50 kHz to 500 kHz), and the CPA is noted at a particular frequency (100 kHz) for all the measurements.The system takes about 30 secs to stabilize. In all the measurements, a fixed length (1 cm) of the probe is dipped inside the medium. The performance of the CPE at different molar solutions of NaCl, KCl, NH 4 OH and Urea are shown in the Figures 11, 12, 13 and 14 respectively. 
A. Phase angle detection
The phase detector circuit [25] is shown in the Figure 16 . Sinusoidal excitation of 1 V peak at 100 kHz has been applied. One of the two amplifiers, at the first stage of the circuit, gets input directly from the signal generator and acts as a reference signal. The signal for the other amplifier comes through the CPE which is dipped inside the ionic medium. When the phase difference between the two inputs is zero the output voltage v 0 = 0; and when the phase difference is 90 o , it is maximum (half of the V DD applied to the XOR gate chip).
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In between, it gives an output voltage proportional to the phase difference between the two inputs which is a measure of the ionic concentration of the polarizing medium in which the CPE is dipped in. Figure 17a shows the variation of the phase angle of a microporous CPE at four standard solutions, and Figure 17b gives the corresponding electrical output. Karabi 
VI. Results and Discussion
The above results show that the CPA behaviour is due to the porous structure of the PMMA-film and the response is sensitive to the different chemical property of the medium in which the sensor is dipped in. From Figure 7 it can be observed that, for all the three polarizable media (1M KCl, tapwater, and standard alkaline solution(pH=9.2)), the magni-tude of the CPA for the smaller porous electrode (5µm pore size) is greater than that of the bigger pore sized one (10 µm). It is also evident from the Figure 6 that, in tap water, the constant phase angle (in the frequency range of 50 kHz to 500 kHz) is about −30 0 for 5 µm pore diameter while for 10 µm pore diameter, the phase angle is about −40 0 .
When we look into the complex impedance plots for these two probes -it can be observed that the responses resemble the different diffusion phenomenon reported by the researchers [10] , [26] . The curves of Figure 8 are similar to the finite length diffusion curves with reflecting boundaries [27] , where as in alkaline solution (pH=9.2) -the complex impedance plots ( Figure 10) give adsorbing boundary of semi-infinite length diffusion [10] . This may be due to the fact that for the halide ions, the penetration depth through the porous surface is up to the metal electrode and from there it is reflected back. But in alkaline solution the penetration depth is less and we observe adsorbing condition of semi infinite diffusion [10] , [28] . In tap water, ions of different species are present, and data 1 of Figure 9 shows a typical curve for the case involving two adsorbed species [27] .
From the Figures 11, 12 , 13 and 14, it can be observed that the sensor gives very consistence performance in the ionic media. For NaCl, KCl and NH 4 OH solutions sensitivity is better at lower concentration. This may be due to the fact that after a certain level of ionic concentration, the diffusion through the porous surface becomes steady. This is also to be noted that at the same molar concentration, sensor gives different outputs for different chemicals as shown in the Figure 15 . For example at M/512 molar concentration NaCl gives a phase angle of −38
• , KCl gives phase angle around −27
• and NH 4 OH gives phase angle around −17
• (Figure 15 ). The selectivity can be enhanced by careful design and standardization.
Urea is non ionic, so it does not change the ion concentration of distilled water. If Figure 14 and Figure 17a are compared, it can be seen that at lower concentration of Urea solution the phase angle is almost equal to the phase angle what we get for distilled water.
But at higher concentration of Urea solution we can observe that the solution is ionised, this phenomenon is not very clear and needs further investigation. In Urea solution, the sensitivity is better at higher concentration. Here also at the same molar concentration the phase angle for Urea is different than that of NaCl and KCl.
The phase detector circuit ( Figure 16 ) is used to measure the voltage corresponding to the phase angle for four standard solutions. Figure 17a shows the variation of the phase angle of such a microporous CPE at four standard solutions (distilled water, standard pH solutions of 4, 7 and 9.2), and Figure 17b gives the corresponding electrical output. The phase angle for distilled water and for buffer solution of pH = 7 differs due to the fact that the positive ion concentration for both the solution are not same. Buffer solution of pH = 7
was prepared with the buffer tablet and may have positive ion present in it compared to the distilled water. The Figure 17 shows very consistence performance of the measurement in the four standard solutions. So, it can be said that the circuit can be used to convert the phase angle to voltage for NaCl (Figure 18 ), KCl, NH 4 OH and Urea solutions.
VII. Conclusion
In this work, a thin porous film of PMMA is used to coat the electrodes of a rigid type probe. Due to the porous nature of the insulation coating it behaves as a CPE in polarizable medium for almost one decade of frequency. The phase angle versus frequency plots show that in the same ionic medium, constant phase angle of the CPE varies with the size of the pore.
From above results and discussions it is apparent that the proposed CPE sensor can be used for various chemical sensing. In pollution control, measurement of water contamination due to urea is important for fish culture as the fish is consumed as food. In many pathological diagnosis measurement of urea is involved [29] which can be performed with the proposed sensor. In food processing and biotechnology, measurement of ionic concentration of the medium is involved as the microbial growth changes the ionic property of the medium [21] .
Hence, the constructed CPE may be an alternative to the many sensors presently used in these fields.
It is expected that the study will help to design a CPE sensor, though, advance studies are required to achieve the desired phase angle of the CPE. The proposition of electrical equivalent circuit may form an interesting research topic. Further studies are on in this direction using Complex Nonlinear Least Squares [30] fitting of the EIS data.
Further,the PMMA-film on the electrode surface makes it bio-compatible, heat resistant, and rugged [31] . The major advantages are that the sensor does not contaminate the process under test and very easy to construct hence, cheap. The device is a single probe with two terminals and hence, can be easily connected to the electronic circuits.
